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Cortical rhythmic activity is increasingly employed for characterizing

human brain function. Using MEG, it is possible to localize the

generators of these rhythms. Traditionally, the source locations have

been estimated using sequential dipole modeling. Recently, two new

methods for localizing rhythmic activity have been developed, Dynamic

Imaging of Coherent Sources (DICS) and Frequency-Domain Mini-

mum Current Estimation (MCEFD). With new analysis methods

emerging, the researcher faces the problem of choosing an appropriate

strategy. The aim of this study was to compare the performance and

reliability of these three methods. The evaluation was performed using

measured data from four healthy subjects, as well as with simulations

of rhythmic activity. We found that the methods gave comparable

results, and that all three approaches localized the principal sources of

oscillatory activity very well. Dipole modeling is a very powerful tool

once appropriate subsets of sensors have been selected. MCEFD

provides simultaneous localization of sources and was found to give a

good overview of the data. With DICS, it was possible to separate close-

by sources that were not retrieved by the other two methods.

D 2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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Introduction

Neuronal populations in the resting human brain generate

macroscopic oscillatory activity, typically in the frequency range

from 8 to 25 Hz, which can be detected outside the head with

neurophysiological imaging techniques [electroencephalography

(EEG) and magnetoencephalography (MEG)]. The alpha rhythm,

peaking at about 10 Hz, is recorded over the posterior parts of the

brain (Adrian and Matthews, 1934; Berger, 1929). Source areas in
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the parietooccipital sulcus and in the calcarine fissure are indicated

by electrocorticographic (Perez-Borja et al., 1962) and MEG

studies (Salenius et al., 1995; Salmelin and Hari, 1994a). The mu

rhythm, with both 10-Hz and 20-Hz components, is found in the

primary somatosensory and motor cortices (Chatrian et al., 1959;

Gastaut, 1952; Salmelin et al., 1995; Tiihonen et al., 1989). In

some individuals, tau rhythm from the auditory cortex can be

detected as well, with frequencies somewhat below 10 Hz (Lehtelä

et al., 1997; Niedermeyer, 1990; Tiihonen et al., 1991). Despite

the often-used term spontaneous activity, cortical rhythms exhibit

task-dependent and stimulus-dependent reactivity. For example,

the alpha rhythm is strongest when the subject has his eyes closed

and is dampened when the subject opens his eyes. Even visual

imagery suffices to temporarily suppress the alpha activity

(Salenius et al., 1995). The mu rhythm, on the other hand, is

dampened by limb movements and tactile stimulation. Suppres-

sion of the mu rhythm during movement is often followed by a

brief burst of 20 Hz activity above resting level (Salmelin and

Hari, 1994b). Rhythmic activity also changes with the behavioral

state (attentive, drowsy, sleeping), and various diseases induce

changes in frequency, amplitude, or reactivity of cortical rhythms

(Niedermeyer, 1993).

Localization of ongoing oscillatory activity is important for

establishing the normal spatial and spectral variation of cortical

rhythmicity in the healthy human brain, and for characterizing

abnormal changes induced, e.g., by stroke (Mäkelä et al., 1998).

For estimation of the overall level of rhythmic activity, particularly

when comparisons are made between areas or experimental

conditions, localization of the generators of rhythmic activity is

essential. For example, if the subject is tilting his head so that the

left hemisphere is closer to the sensors than the right hemisphere is,

one might erroneously deduce that cortical rhythms are stronger in

the left than right hand area when, at the cortical level, the

strengths are equal. When investigating task-related modulation of

rhythmic activity, a rough estimate of the timing of suppression/

rebound can be obtained by inspecting the sensors that show the

largest modulation. However, for accurate description of timing,

one needs to localize the (possibly multiple) areas which generate

the rhythmic activity. Once the separate sources have been
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localized, the time course of activity can be determined in each of

these areas and the task-related modulation may thus be computed

at the cortical level. Localization of rhythmic activity from MEG

data has helped to demonstrate, e.g., that the 10-Hz and 20-Hz

components in the sensorimotor cortex are, at least partly, separate

phenomena. Generators of the 20-Hz rhythm tend to be located

anteriorly, extending into the motor cortex, whereas the 10-Hz

rhythm concentrates to the sensory side in the parietal cortex

(Salmelin and Hari, 1994b). Furthermore, movement-related

modulation of the 10-Hz activity occurs around the hand

representation area for finger, mouth, and toe movements, whereas

the 20-Hz modulation follows the representation of each body part

along the motor cortex (Salmelin et al., 1995).

Until recently, cortical sources of rhythmic activity have

typically been identified using a standard approach where one

assumes that the underlying source currents can be represented by

a single equivalent current dipole (ECD). Using this approach, the

non-averaged MEG data is band-pass filtered and single ECDs are

computed every 10–20 ms with a least-squares fit to a chosen

subset of sensors (Salmelin and Hari, 1994a). Covering the entire

cortex requires 5–7 different subsets of sensors. The ECDs cluster

in areas producing oscillatory activity. Since no averaging has

been applied, the locations of the dipoles are highly affected by

noise. Hence, the source cluster represents a statistical distribution

of the most likely source area. Several source areas can be

distinguished when they do not overlap in time and/or space and

when the directions of current flow differ sufficiently (Hämäläinen

et al., 1993). A great advantage of finding the sources of

oscillatory activity in the time domain is that any variation of

source areas at different times is readily detected. A clear

disadvantage, on the other hand, is that the subsets of sensors

must be chosen with some care to include the interesting areas but

not to be too extensive, to facilitate efficient modeling with single

ECDs. The entire brain cannot be searched at once. The selection

of subsets of sensors is fairly straightforward, e.g., when one is

interested in the sensorimotor rhythms. In these cases, the ECD

approach has, indeed, been very successful. For instance, sources

of motor cortical 20-Hz activity synchronized with electromyo-

gram from a moving body part have been localized with this

approach (Salenius et al., 1997). It is also possible to distinguish

the 20-Hz modulation in the hand and face motor representations

(Salmelin and Sams, 2002) during mouth movements. Using the

ECD approach, the relative contributions from the hand and face

areas during speech production were shown to differ between

fluent speakers and stutterers (Salmelin et al., 2000). However,

selection of the relevant subsets of sensors becomes quite difficult

when the spatial and spectral distribution differs from the normal

pattern, and requires that a highly experienced researcher

generates the models by trial and error.

During the past few years, new types of approaches have been

proposed which identify source areas of rhythmic activity in the

frequency domain, simultaneously from the whole brain, without

explicit assumptions about the number of sources. Jensen and

Vanni (2002) have developed a method utilizing minimum-current

estimates in the frequency domain (MCEFD). The data are divided

into subsections in time, and a Fourier transformation is applied.

The minimum-current estimates (MCEs; Matsuura and Okabe,

1995; Uutela et al., 1999) are calculated separately for the real and

the imaginary parts and averaged. An estimate of the source

currents is obtained, which explains most of the data while

minimizing the absolute sum of the currents with respect to the L1-
norm. As an L1 minimum-norm approach is employed, a solution

with a few distinct source points is favored. MCE does not assume

any specific structure for the sources, such as dipolarity.

Gross et al. (2001), on the other hand, have designed a spatial

filter in the frequency domain. Spatial filters are designed to pass

activity from a certain spatial location, while attenuating activity

or noise originating from other locations, using a weighted sum

of the sensor signals (Van Veen et al., 1997). Dynamic Imaging

of Coherent Sources (DICS) was primarily designed for inves-

tigating coherence between neuronal populations but can be used

also for localizing sources of rhythmic activity. Localization of

correlated sources is typically considered a problem in beam-

former techniques (Van Veen et al., 1997). With highly coherent

sources, the minimum distance required to separate two sources

using DICS increases, but the sources can still be separated if the

signal-to-noise ratio is high (Gross et al., 2001). In practice,

oscillatory sources between distant areas are not expected to

reach a level of coherence that would cause problems in the

analysis. DICS is a linearly constrained minimum variance

beamformer which allows computation of power and coherence

at any given location in the brain. For localizing the sources of

rhythmic activity, a three-dimensional grid that covers the entire

brain is defined, and the power is calculated at each grid point.

The resulting image, thresholded and color coded according to

noise-normalized power, is referred to as a power statistical

parametric map (pSPM). No assumptions are made about the

number of active sources. A similar approach, synthetic aperture

magnetometry (SAM), utilizing a nonlinear minimum-variance

beamformer (Robinson and Vrba, 1999), has been used to

compare the amount of rhythmic activity between different

experimental conditions (see, e.g., Cheyne et al., 2003; Singh

et al., 2002; Taniguchi et al., 2000).

With these new methods emerging, characterization of rhythmic

activity promises to become more of a routine procedure in MEG

data analysis, thus opening up interesting new ways to investigate

human brain function. Analysis of rhythmic activity allows for new

experimental designs in MEG with ongoing, natural tasks.

However, choosing the appropriate tool for analyzing the data

can be difficult. It is therefore necessary to compare the methods

and discuss the underlying assumptions. Here, we evaluate and

compare the performance and reliability of the traditional ECD

approach, MCEFD, and DICS on spatio-spectral analysis of real

data from four healthy subjects, and on simulations constructed on

the basis of the real data sets.
Materials and methods

MEG recordings

MEG data were collected from four subjects in four experi-

mental conditions: when they were relaxed, with eyes closed (ec)

and eyes open (eo), and when they lifted the left index finger (lf)

or the right index finger (rf). During these types of tasks,

oscillatory activity is usually detected around the hand sensor-

imotor cortex, the parietooccipital sulcus, and the calcarine sulcus.

These rhythms are particularly strong when the subject is fully

relaxed, with his eyes closed. This condition would thus seem

ideal for localizing the cortical sources of rhythmic activity.

However, the parietooccipital rhythm is often so strong that

localization of the more frontal, and generally weaker, sensor-



Fig. 1. Simulated data. (A) Time series and (B) power spectra of the

simulated source.
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imotor rhythms becomes difficult. The posterior dvisualT rhythms

can be largely suppressed by opening the eyes. Both the eyes-

closed and eyes-open conditions were therefore used for localizing

generators of spontaneous rhythms. Motor tasks can be employed

to transiently increase the sensorimotor rhythmic activity, and thus

potentially improve source localization. Finger movements are

often used both for localizing the hand areas from evoked

responses and also for evaluating the reactivity of the hand

sensorimotor rhythms.

Spontaneous activity was recorded for 3 min during the eyes-

closed and eyes-open conditions. The finger movements were

paced by a 1-kHz tone presented to the left ear, with an

interstimulus interval (ISI) of 3–5 s. Each movement was repeated

approximately 60–80 times, thus resulting in a total recording time

of approximately 5 min. The subjects had their eyes open during

the measurements of finger movements.

The cerebral magnetic fields were recorded in a magnetically

shielded room using a Vectorview whole-head magnetometer

(Neuromag Ltd., Helsinki, Finland). The Vectorview system has

306 channels arranged along the surface of a helmet in an array of

102 different locations, each with 2 planar gradiometers and 1

magnetometer. Only the gradiometers were taken into account in

the data analysis.

The recording passband was 0.03–200 Hz and the signals were

digitized at 600 Hz. The data was down-sampled to 300 Hz and

stored for off-line analysis. For each condition a 150 s stretch was

used for the data analysis. Spherically symmetric conductor models

were obtained from the individual MR images.

Simulations

The simulated data was designed to resemble real data as well

as possible. The source areas were represented by current dipoles.

An Equivalent Current Dipole (ECD) is a good approximation for a

small active region. Although the sources in real data are not true

current dipoles but have a certain spatial extent the field patterns

measured a few centimeters from the actual source region are

essentially dipolar (Hämäläinen et al., 1993). In practical situa-

tions, the ECD has proven to be a very efficient model for

describing the cortical sources of both responses evoked by stimuli

or tasks and rhythmic activity (e.g., Hari and Salmelin, 1997;

Lounasmaa et al., 1996). The time series for the simulated sources

were obtained by filtering white noise using a first-order filter, and

the signal was then modulated to 10 Hz. By this approach a time-

dependent signal with frequencies centered on 10 Hz was obtained,

with both amplitude and phase changing as a function of time.

Different time series were used for each simulated source so that

the amplitude and phase at a given time instant differed between

two active sources. Fig. 1 shows the time series and power spectra

of the simulated data. The forward problem (computation of the

magnetic field starting from the source currents) was solved using a

realistically shaped single compartment boundary element model

(BEM) (Hämäläinen and Sarvas, 1989).

The noise was obtained from a recording without a subject

(dempty roomT-measurement) and added to the signal obtained from

the forward modeling. Different signal-to-noise ratios were

obtained by changing the amplitude of the source, with standard

deviations ranging from 2 nAm to 15 nAm. The simulated data sets

were constructed after the measured data had been analyzed,

placing sources near areas where activity had been identified in the

real data.
Data analysis

Frequency spectra

The frequency ranges that contain the dominant rhythmic

activity were identified from the amplitude spectra for the sensors.

The frequency passbands were determined individually for each

subject. Typically, one frequency range around 10 Hz and one

around 20 Hz were chosen. In dipole modeling and DICS, the

same frequency intervals with bandwidths of 3–5 Hz were used. In

the MCEFD software, the bandwidth can be selected only by

varying the size of the fast Fourier Transform (FFT). A frequency

resolution of approximately 0.6 Hz was considered reasonable,

and several frequencies close to the highest spectral peaks within

the intervals used in dipole modeling and DICS were chosen.

Fig. 2 shows the averaged amplitude spectra for all subjects for a

sensor over the left and over the right sensorimotor area as well as

for a sensor over the posterior parietal region. Two frequency

bands were used for Subjects 1, 2, and 4, corresponding to the

main peaks in the spectra. For Subject 3, three frequency bands

were used.

Dipole modeling

The data were band-pass filtered around the frequency bands

of interest identified from the frequency spectra. The sources were

modeled as Equivalent Current Dipoles. Only one dipole was

assumed to be active at a given time point. The location, strength,

and orientation of the ECD were determined at consecutive 10-ms

intervals, corresponding to approximately 10 dipoles per cycle for

the 10-Hz activity and 5 dipoles per cycle for the 20-Hz activity.



Fig. 2. Frequency spectra for all subjects in the eyes-closed (ec) and eyes-

open (eo) conditions. Sensors over the left hand area, over the right hand

area and over posterior parietal regions are shown. The selected frequency

bands are color coded.
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A spherically symmetric conductor model was used in the

calculations.

Five different sensor subsets for localizing ECDs were chosen

for each subject: sensors over the left rolandic area, the right

rolandic area, the parietooccipital area, the vertex, and the frontal

areas. The conditions used in this study have been well described

in the literature and the choice of subsets was thus based on

experience from earlier studies (e.g., Salmelin and Hämäläinen,

1995; Salmelin and Hari, 1994a) as well as on the amplitude

spectra. The exact extent of the subsets of sensors was selected

separately for each subject due to interindividual variance in spatial

distribution of spectral peaks, as well as different head position

with respect to the sensors. Approximately 40–60 sensors were

used in each subset.

The goodness of fit ( g value; Kaukoranta et al., 1986) and the

confidence volume were calculated for each dipole. Only ECDs

with a g value exceeding 80% and with a 95% confidence volume

below 100 mm3 were accepted, provided that they were located

beneath the area covered by the selected subset of detectors. The

dipole clusters are shown as color-coded dipole density plots

superimposed on the individual MR images. The dipole density

plots show the areas with the highest concentration of dipoles, but

disregard any information on the direction of current flow.

DICS

The data were segmented into sections of 256 samples and a

Hanning window was applied to reduce spectral leakage. FFT was

applied to the data segments, giving a frequency resolution of

approximately 1.2 Hz. With a larger FFT size, the correlation
matrix becomes too large and cannot be computed using the

existing software. The cross-spectral density was computed

between all combinations of MEG signals and averaged over the

whole time span. The diagonal elements in the cross-spectral

matrix consist of the power of the sensors. The mean power for the

selected frequency bands, centered at 10 Hz and 20 Hz, was

extracted and the spatial filter was applied for each grid point

(Gross et al., 2001). The power at a certain grid point was

computed from the solution to the forward problem at the

respective grid point and the extracted signal power. Two

orthogonal dipolar sources were used in the calculations of the

forward problem. The search volume was restricted to the brain,

thereby ensuring that the localized sources were inside the brain,

and speeding up the process considerably. The shape of the brain

was obtained from the MR images of each subject. Uniform noise

power was assumed in all sensors, and the noise was projected

through the spatial filter by replacing the cross-spectral matrix by

the noise cross-spectral matrix. Since the noise is used as a scaling

factor, the magnitude of the noise is irrelevant; only the spatial

distribution is important. The power was then noise normalized,

interpolated to the millimeter MRI resolution and displayed

superimposed on the MR images as a power statistical parametric

map (pSPM). A spherically symmetric conductor model was used

for the forward calculations.

Initially, the strongest source areas were identified using a grid

with a 12-mm side length, covering the entire brain. A more

accurate estimate for the source location was found by using a

4-mm grid restricted to an area with a 2-cm radius around an

identified source. As a source has been localized, it can

subsequently be removed by including the field produced by this

source in the noise estimate before noise normalization. Here, only

the principal direction of the current flow was taken into account.

One could also remove all activity in that location (all directions of

current flow), but in that case, two close-by sources may be

difficult to separate. After the removal, the second strongest source

becomes the most conspicuous one and can be readily detected.

This approach was used to identify the strongest oscillatory

sources.

MCEFD

The data were down-sampled to 150 Hz in order to save disk

space. Frequencies were selected from the maxima in the

amplitude spectra. A few different frequencies around 10 Hz and

20 Hz were chosen in order to ensure that no source areas were

missed. For each sensor, the data were divided into subsections

with 50% overlap. A Hanning window was applied to reduce

spectral leakage before applying the Fourier transformation. An

FFT size of 256 was considered appropriate (Jensen and Vanni,

2002), corresponding to a frequency resolution of approximately

0.6 Hz. The minimum-current estimates (Uutela et al., 1999) were

calculated separately for the real and the imaginary data, and

averaged. A realistic boundary-element model (BEM) of a standard

brain was used to restrict the search volume to the brain. The

possible source locations were constrained to a grid with a 10-mm

side length. Locations closer than 30 mm to the center of the

conductor model were excluded. A spherical conductor model was

used for calculating the gain matrix. In order to reduce the

variance, the current estimate is regularized using singular value

decomposition. The cutoff index of the regularization, i.e., the

number of accepted singular values, was 30. The results were first

shown projected to the surface of the BEM for an overview of the
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data. From this overview, the regions of interest were selected and

viewed as ellipsoids superimposed on the individual MR images.

In this study, both of these formats are used depending on which

one is more informative.
Results

Measured data

Two main groups of sources were found: sources near

parietooccipital areas and sources near primary sensorimotor areas.

Comparisons between the three methods were easier for sources

near the hand areas as they typically originate from a very

restricted area. Near the parietooccipital sulcus and in the occipital

lobe, several sources that are located quite close to each other can

be active simultaneously, thus making source localization some-

what ambiguous. Some additional sources were also found,

especially using DICS.

Activation in the hand area

The results were very similar for the three methods. The

differences in location between the methods were only a few

millimeters in data with good signal-to-noise ratio, and up to 2 cm

in data with very poor signal-to-noise ratio. The same sources were
Table 1

Sources in the hand area

DICS MCEFD Dipoles

Subject 1 10 Hz

RH eo (40,17,90) (41,14,84) (39,13,8

ec (40,14,85) (39,15,88) (39,16,8

lf (36,17,85) (38,12,87) (39,16,8

rf (39,13,86) (38,12,86) (39,14,8

LH eo (�40,4,86) (�41,9,90) (�41,8,8

ec (�41,7,85) (�42,9,88) (�42,9,8

lf (�44,4,86) (�42,9,88) (�44,9,8

rf (�41,7,86) (�40,10,86) (�42,8,8

Subject 2 10 Hz

RH eo (36,10,93) (36,14,93) (39,14,9

ec (36,7,94) (34,12,95) (40,11,9

lf (36,10,87) (35,11,93) (39,12,9

rf (39,9,94) (34,9,93) (40,12,9

LH eo (�31,3,92) (�35,10,97) (�38,3,9

ec (�32,3,93) (�35,5,96) (�39,3,9

lf (�35,�1,88) (�34,12,95) (�38,�5

rf (�32,�1,88) (�35,9,95) (�35,12

Subject 3 15 Hz

RH eo (31,�12,76) (30,10,92) (34,5,88

ec (29,13,90) (30,11,96) (32,6,86

lf (29,10,91) (30,10,92) (31,8,87

rf (29,10,88) (33,10,91) (33,9,86

LH eo (�43,�13,72) (�36,11,93) (�40,0,8

ec – (�36,11,92) (�40,2,8

lf (�27,�1,84) (�32,11,89) (�36,5,8

rf (�30,�1,88) (�36,12,92) (�37,7,8

The source locations are given in millimeters. The x-axis of the coordinate system

through the nasion and the z-axis points upward from the plane determined by the x

areas and is not included.

RH—right hemisphere; LH—left hemisphere.

eo—Eyes open; ec—eyes closed; lf—left finger movement; rf—right finger mov
found using all tasks (eyes open, eyes closed, finger right, and

finger left). Subjects 1 and 2 showed typical mu rhythm and all

three methods found sources in the hand area in both the 10-Hz and

20-Hz frequency bands (see Table 1). Fig. 3 shows the sources

localized in the sensorimotor areas for Subject 1 in the 10-Hz and

the 20-Hz frequency bands during the eyes-closed condition. In

Subject 3, sources were found in the hand area mainly in the 15-Hz

and 20-Hz frequency bands (see Table 1). Subject 4 showed very

little rhythmic activity (see frequency spectra in Fig. 2), and

sources could not be found using any of the three methods.

Parietooccipital sources

The differences between the three methods were larger in the

posterior regions than in the sensorimotor areas and the number of

localized sources and exact locations varied. Typically, sources

were found around the parietooccipital sulcus, near the midline,

and in the occipital areas (Figs. 4A and B). In the eyes-closed

condition, separate sources could be identified in the left and right

occipital regions with DICS. With MCEFD and dipole modeling,

the strongest activity was found near the parietooccipital sulcus,

close to the midline. With dipole modeling, sources in parietal and

occipital areas could in some cases be separated according to the

orientation of current flow (Fig. 4A). During the eyes-open

condition, the posterior 10-Hz activity was suppressed and could

not be separated from noise using MCEFD in two of the subjects
DICS MCEFD Dipoles

20 Hz

4) (38,13,86) (42,9,88) –

5) (36,14,83) (41,9,90) (35,15,84)

7) (33,18,89) (29,11,92) –

6) (36,14,85) (36,9,91) (39,4,91)

7) (�34,10,86) (�37,13,94) (�38,11,88)

7) (�33,14,85) (�36,13,93) (�41,8,88)

8) (�37,9,86) (�38,11,87) (�42,9,88)

6) (�36,9,86) (�37,14,93) (�38,16,89)

20 Hz

7) (36,15,90) (34,16,91) (39,19,96)

8) (36,16,91) (38,18,92) (41,17,94)

5) (28,19,88) (33,13,94) (39,19,98)

7) (36,15,90) (36,15,92) (40,19,95)

8) (�35,�4,89) (�35,11,97) –

7) (�32,2,89) (�35,12,99) (�35,4,101)

,93) (�32,�2,84) – (�47,�20,88)

,100) (�32,3,87) (�30,17,96) (�36,�2,100)

20 Hz

) (27,5,83) (37,10,94) (33,9,86)

) (27,7,84) – (34,10,83)

) (30,6,87) (29,8,89) (35,9,86)

) (29,5,83) (31,11,93) (34,8,86)

6) (�32,0,80) (�37,12,94) (�38,3,84)

4) (�33,20,84) – (�39,4,87)

6) (�29,�4,84) (�35,13,89) (�37,3,87)

6) (�31,�1,88) (�34,11,90) (�37,5,87)

passes through the preauricular points, from left to right, the y-axis passes

- and y-axes. Subject 4 showed almost no rhythmic activity in sensorimotor

ement.



Fig. 3. Source locations of the 10-Hz (left) and 20-Hz rhythms (right) found

in sensorimotor areas with the three analysis methods. The results from the

dipole modeling are shown as dipole density plots superimposed on the MR

images (top). The results from MCEFD are visualized as ellipsoids (middle).

The pSPMs of the left- and right-hemisphere sources obtained with DICS

are shown on separate slices (bottom). The exact location of the source is

selected from the pSPM images manually, and is indicated by the cross.

Subject 1, eyes-closed condition.

Fig. 4. (A) Sources located in the posterior region in the 10-Hz range (Subject 3, ey

demonstrates how the ECDs in the two clusters are oriented almost orthogonally. T

panel B, Subject 3, for the regions of interest selected from this overview). The res

regions in the 10-Hz range, determined with the three different methods (colors), a
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but was still localized in all subjects using DICS and dipole

modeling.

Source removal in DICS

DICS gives the possibility to investigate weaker sources by

removing the field of previously located stronger sources by

including it in the noise estimate before noise normalization. It is

therefore of interest to investigate how the removal of already

localized sources affects identification of subsequent sources,

especially in regions where several sources are located close to

each other. Fig. 5 shows an example of how source removal may

affect localization of subsequent sources in this kind of difficult

case. In Subject 2, an extended activation was seen in the posterior

regions in the eyes-closed condition, and the underlying source

could be selected in two different ways. The pSPM of the first

posterior source is shown superimposed on the subject’s brain and

the two alternatives for selecting the source are shown as blue or

yellow circles. Depending on how this first source was selected

(and removed), two very different solutions were obtained. The

two different solutions are shown on a surface view of the

subject’s MR image. One of the solutions (yellow circles)

corresponded very well to the solution obtained for the eyes-open

condition (red circles).

Additional sources

Using DICS, additional sources were identified in the inferior

sensorimotor or in the superior temporal cortex in all subjects (see

Fig. 6A). The sources were found in both 10-Hz and 20-Hz

frequency bands. The 20-Hz sources were often detected anterior

and superior to the 10-Hz sources. The sources could be found in
es-closed condition). The dipole density plot is shown on top. The black box

he results from MCEFD are shown projected to the surface of the BEM (see

ults from DICS are displayed at the bottom. (B) All sources in the posterior

re shown on a surface view of the MR images. Subjects 1 to 4, eyes closed.



Fig. 5. Localization of posterior 10-Hz sources using DICS (Subject 2). In

the eyes-closed condition (top), two different solutions were obtained (blue

vs. yellow dots), depending on how the first source was chosen. The pSPM

of the first posterior source is shown superimposed on the subject’s brain.

Alternative B (yellow dots) agreed with the solution obtained in the eyes-

open condition (below, red dots).
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all tasks. In many cases, however, five or more dipoles had already

been removed, which reduces the reliability of these sources.

In Subject 1, the 10-Hz sources were very clear. Based on the

results from DICS, the data were analyzed again using MCEFD and

dipole modeling. The frequency spectra of this subject showed that

there was a 9-Hz spectral peak over lateral areas. Using a

frequency of 9 Hz in MCEFD, and a different selection of sensors

in dipole modeling, these sources were now found also using the

two other methods (see Fig. 6B). In Subject 3, clear temporal

activity was found using all methods in the 10-Hz band. In
Fig. 6. (A) Examples of additional sources found in the superior temporal cortex

Additional sources found in Subject 1 (10 Hz, eyes open), comparison of the thr
Subjects 2 and 4, these sources were only found using DICS. The

sources in the 20-Hz band were found only using DICS.

In DICS, a possible source area was also found near the

frontoparietal midline in many subjects. This source in some cases

interfered with source localization in the hand area. Increased

power in this area was also seen in MCEFD. No sources were

detected in these regions using dipole modeling even when a

subset of sensors was selected directly over the vertex.

Simulations

The simulations were designed to address questions that had

been raised by the results from the measured data, e.g., how well

the methods can discern sources that are localized close to each

other and to quantify how much simultaneously active sources

affect the source localization. The simulations are intended to give

an overview of how the methods work in scenarios encountered in

real data. Simulations showing the effect of SNR on source

localization using DICS and MCEFD can be found in previous

papers (Gross et al., 2001; Jensen and Vanni, 2002).

Single source

For a first comparison, a single source was used. The source

was placed in an area corresponding approximately to the left or to

the right hand sensorimotor area, with current orientation similar to

that encountered in real data. Five different source strengths were

used, ranging from 2 to 15 nAm, in order to compare the sensitivity

of the different methods. Table 2 shows the localization errors.

At the four highest activation strengths, the source could be

localized using all methods, but at the fifth, weakest level, the

source could not be found using dipole modeling (Fig. 7). As can

be seen from Table 2, the source strength did not have a big impact

on the localization error. The mislocalization in the x direction in

all methods was always towards the midline.

Although the localization of the center point did not improve

with increasing source strength, in DICS, a stronger source gave a
and near the sensorimotor mouth area (10 Hz, eyes open) using DICS. (B)

ee analysis methods.



Table 2

Localization errors for simulations with a single source in the hand area

DICS MCEFD Dipole modeling

[nAm] (x,y,z) [mm] D [mm] (x,y,z) [mm] D [mm] (x,y,z) [mm] D [mm]

Right hand (43,15,91)

15 (43,15,92) 1 (40,21,90) 7 (41,15,90) 2 (2822)a

10 (40,15,88) 4 (40,15,90) 3 (41,15,90) 2 (1219)

7 (42,16,91) 2 (40,14,90) 4 (42,15,90) 2 (419)

5 (41,15,92) 2 (41,19,88) 5 (42,16,90) 2 (109)

2 (35,15,87) 9 (37,16,89) 7 – –

Left hand (�36,9,97)

15 (�32,10,96) 4 (�31,11,92) 7 (�35,8,97) 1 (1692)

10 (�35,7,97) 2 (�31,5,93) 8 (�35,9,97) 1 (744)

7 (�32,9,96) 4 (�33,5,97) 5 (�35,9,97) 1 (216)

5 (�34,7,97) 3 (�33,12,93) 5 (�36,9,96) 1 (34)

2 (�33,6,97) 4 (�38,11,97) 3 – –

a Number of accepted dipoles.
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more focal source. In dipole modeling, the localization error was

smaller than in the two other methods. The main effect of increased

source strength was an increase in the number of accepted dipoles.

With only one active source, if the methods detected the sources at

all, the location was about correct. DICS and MCEFD were able to

detect weaker sources than dipole modeling.

Simultaneously active sources

In measured data, sources are typically found bilaterally in the

left and right sensorimotor hand areas. Simultaneously active

sources in the left and right hand areas were therefore used in order

to compare how much the field of one active source affects the

localization of the other. In the left hemisphere, a source that could

be localized well using all three methods during the single-source

simulations was used. In the right hemisphere, two different source

strengths were used. The localization results can be seen in Table 3.

The increase in localization error was very small and the results

were thus not much affected by the two sources being simulta-
Fig. 7. Localization of a simulated source in the right hand area, with a

signal strength of 10, 5, or 2 nAm, using the three analysis methods.
neously active. Using dipole modeling, only slightly fewer dipoles

were accepted compared to when only one dipole was active.

Separability of sources

It is sometimes difficult to assess whether a single source or two

sources that are very near each other have been localized, and

sometimes different methods give different results. In simulations,

it is possible to test how well the methods can separate two

sources. Two parallel sources were therefore placed at varying

distances from each other in the parietooccipital area. Three

different distances between the dipoles were used, 1, 2, and 4 cm,

in order to determine at which distance the sources can be

separated. A source strength of 10 nAm was used for all dipoles.

The results are shown in Fig. 8.

At a distance of 1 cm between the sources, all methods detected

only a single source between the two actual dipoles. In DICS,

when the source in the middle was removed, two false sources

were also found, one on each side of the first source. When the

sources were 2 cm apart, DICS could separate the two sources,

whereas MCEFD and dipole modeling still gave one single source

between the two real sources. When the sources were 4 cm apart,

all methods could separate them. The source directions were

parallel, so the sources were particularly difficult to discern.
Table 3

Location and localization error of simultaneously active sources in the left

and right hand area

Right hand (43,15,91) Left hand (�36,9,97)

5 nAm 5 nAm

(x,y,z) [mm] D [mm] (x,y,z) [mm] D [mm]

DICS (40,15,92) 4 (�35,6,97) 3

MCEFD (37,15,88) 6 (�35,11,96) 3

Dipole modeling (41,16,90) 2 (77)a (�35,8,97) 1 (40)

10 nAm 5 nAm

(x,y,z) [mm] D [mm] (x,y,z) [mm] D [mm]

DICS (40,14,87) 5 (�35,6,97) 3

MCEFD (37,15,89) 7 (�33,7,96) 3

Dipole modeling (42,15,90) 2 (1120) (�37,7,97) 2 (26)

a Number of accepted dipoles.



Fig. 8. Localization of two simulated sources in the parietooccipital cortex, with identical orientations of current flow, placed at a distance of 1 cm, 2 cm, and 4 cm

from each other. At the 1-cm distance, none of the methods could separate the sources. With DICS, when the source in the middle was removed, two false sources

were also found. At the 2-cm distance, only DICS could separate the two sources. At the 4-cm distance, all three methods could separate the two sources.
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The results from the data analysis of the measured data

indicated that several source areas were simultaneously active in

parietal and occipital regions. Dipole modeling and MCEFD

typically suggested one source approximately in the parietoocci-

pital sulcus, close to the midline. In some cases, DICS found

separate sources in the left and right hemisphere. Sources were

found also in the left and right occipital lobes. The spatial

discrimination of simultaneously active sources in MEG is,

however, in the order of a few centimeters (Lütkenhöner, 1998),

rendering the source localization in areas with several simulta-

neously active sources highly ambiguous. Four sources were

therefore used to compare the responses of the different methods.

Table 4 shows the result of a simulation where two sources were

placed near the parietooccipital sulcus, one in each hemisphere,

and two sources near the calcarine sulcus, again one in each

hemisphere. The source strength of the dipoles near the parietooc-

cipital sulcus was 10 nAm, whereas the source strength of the

dipoles in the occipital lobes was 5 nAm. The orientation of current

flow in the occipital source areas was perpendicular to the current

flow in parietooccipital source areas.

With DICS, all four sources could be separated. Removal of

sources a few centimeters away did not seem to have a large
Table 4

Simulation using two dipoles near the parietooccipital sulcus with source strengt

5 nAm

Source DICS MCEFD

(x,y,z) [mm] (x,y,z) [mm] D [mm] (x,y,z)

(14,�43,85) (15,�47,83) 5 ð�1;�
(�12,�45,87) (�9,�47,84) 5

(�10,�62,55) (�5,�62,55) 5 ð0;�49
(16,�54,53) (20,�61,55) 8
impact on the localization of subsequent sources. Using MCEFD,

two distinct source areas could be separated, one in the

parietooccipital sulcus and one in the occipital lobes. In dipole

modeling, a single-source cluster was found between the two

parietooccipital sources. The occipital sources could not be

detected at all.

Several simultaneously active sources

Using DICS, additional sources were found in the measured

data that could not be detected using the other two methods. In

most cases, sources were found in the inferior sensorimotor or

superior temporal cortex. Also, more sources could be separated in

the parietooccipital areas than using the other methods. Whether

these sources are true sources or merely noise can be difficult to

tell. In the last set of simulations, sources were therefore placed in

areas where they had been detected using DICS. Sources were

placed bilaterally in the sensorimotor hand area, the parietoocci-

pital sulcus, the occipital lobe, and near the sensorimotor mouth

area. The activation strength of the sources near the hand and

parietooccipital areas was 10 nAm, whereas the strength of the

sources near the mouth and in the occipital areas was 5 nAm. The

same simulation was run ten times with different noise and time
h 10 nAm, and two dipoles near the calcarine sulcus with source strength

Dipole modeling

[mm] D [mm] (x,y,z) [mm] D [mm

41;81Þ 16 ð�1;�44;83Þ 15

13 12

;60Þ 18

18
]
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series for the simulated sources, and the mean location of the

sources was calculated. Fig. 9 shows the results of one of the runs.

The results across runs can be seen in Table 5.

Using DICS, the hand and the parietooccipital sources could

be localized with localization errors of only a few millimeters.
Fig. 9. Localization of a set of simulated sources in both hemispheres in the

sensorimotor hand area (sources 1 and 2), near the parietooccipital sulcus

(3 and 4), in the occipital lobe (5 and 6), and near the sensorimotor mouth

area (7 and 8), using the three methods.
The weaker sources near the mouth areas and in the occipital

areas were found in nine runs out of ten, and the localization

errors were larger (see Table 5). Using MCEFD, four sources were

found. The localization errors for the sources in the hand area

were below 1 cm. Two source areas were identified in the

posterior regions, one near the midline, close to the parietoocci-

pital sulcus, between the two actual sources, and another, weaker

area was found in the occipital regions, again between the two

original sources. The sources near the mouth area were not

detected at all.

Using dipole modeling, only three source areas were found. The

sources in the hand areas were both localized very accurately, with

an error below 2 mm. In the posterior regions, only one single-

source area could be found, near the parietooccipital sulcus,

between the two simulated sources. The sources in the mouth and

the occipital areas could not be detected. It seems that DICS,

indeed, could localize sources that the other methods did not

detect.
Discussion

In the real MEG data, sources were localized bilaterally in the

sensorimotor hand areas with all three techniques. In the posterior

regions, sources were found near the parietooccipital sulcus and

in the occipital lobes. Although interindividual differences

emerged in the locations of sources, the main results were

consistent between the methods. In the hand area, the differences

between the methods were typically a few millimeters, but in the

parietooccipital area, they were up to several centimeters. DICS

typically found separate sources near the parietooccipital sulcus

and in the occipital lobes, whereas the activation pattern was

more difficult to interpret using MCEFD and dipole modeling.

Using dipole modeling, the source clusters could in some cases

be separated according to the orientation of current flow. The

somewhat ambiguous results from the posterior regions suggest a

more complex activation pattern in the parietooccipital areas than

a single source can account for, making the selection of the

correct source areas increasingly difficult. Earlier studies have

shown that there are multiple generators of alpha activity in the

posterior parts of the cerebrum, with activity arising near the

parietooccipital areas and in the calcarine sulcus (Hari and

Salmelin, 1997; Salenius et al., 1995).

Using DICS, possible sources were found also in the superior

temporal and in the inferior sensorimotor cortex in the 10- and 20-

Hz frequency bands. The 10-Hz sources found in the temporal

areas seem to correspond both in frequency and location to the tau

rhythm. The tau rhythm is generally not seen in the eyes-open/

eyes-closed condition, but may show reactivity to auditory

responses (Lehtelä et al., 1997). This could explain the activity

during the finger movement tasks, since the finger movements

were paced by a tone to the left ear. Sources in the 20-Hz band are

not generally seen in spontaneous data in these areas. However,

following mouth movements, a transient increase in rhythmic

activity is seen in the mouth area (Salmelin et al., 1995). It would

thus be physiologically plausible that the 20-Hz sources would

arise from these areas. However, the possibility that these sources

result from insufficient source removal cannot be entirely

excluded.

In simulations, the source removal in DICS was found to be

very accurate, enabling the separation of two sources that were



Table 5

Mean localization error

Source DICS MCEFD Dipole modeling

(x,y,z) [mm] (x,y,z) [mm] D [mm] (x,y,z) [mm] D [mm] (x,y,z) [mm] D [mm]

RH (43,15,91) (43,16,90) 2 (36,16,87) 8 (41,15,90) 2

LH (�36,9,97) (�36,11,98) 2 (�33,12,92) 7 (�36,9,96) 1

RP (14,�43,85) (13,�41,89) 4 ð�2;�39;81Þ 17 ð0;�42;82Þ 14

LP (�12,�45,87) (�11,�45,90) 3 13 14

RO (16,�54,53) (25,�56,50) 10 ð�1;�51;58Þ 18

LO (�10,�62,55) (�10,�61,52) 4 15

RM (40,30,70) (47,41,69) 13

LM (�40,25,70) (�42,35,66) 11

Simulations with dipoles near the right hand area (RH, 10 nAm), the left hand area (LH, 10 nAm), the right parietooccipital sulcus (RP, 10 nAm), the left

parietooccipital sulcus (LP, 10 nAm), in the right occipital lobe (RO, 5 nAm), in the left occipital lobe (LO, 5 nAm), near the right mouth area (RM, 5 nAm),

and the left mouth area (LM, 5 nAm).
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located only 2 cm apart. In real data, however, source removal

proved difficult in some cases. When removing a source, only the

principal component of the current flow was taken into account.

The benefit of this approach is that it is possible to identify sources

that are located very close to each other. However, the potential

risk is that the already localized source is not completely removed

and the remaining field may thus cause errors in the localization of

subsequent sources. Another approach would be to remove all

activity at that location, but in that case, sources situated very close

to each other may go undetected.

The results from the simulations indicate that simultaneously

active sources in the left and right hand areas affect source

localization very little, whereas sources close to each other, e.g., in

the mouth and the hand areas, or in the posterior parietal and the

occipital areas, affect source localization in dipole modeling and

MCEFD so that only the stronger source is detected. In DICS, also

the weaker sources can be detected, but the localization error

increases with the number of sources removed.

In neither MCEFD nor DICS need assumptions be made about

how many sources are active or in which general areas these

sources can be found. In dipole modeling, the general regions of

interest must be defined a priori from the frequency spectra. In

difficult situations, MCEFD could be used to determine which

subsets of sensors to use when analyzing the data using dipole

modeling. Both MCEFD and DICS suffer from the significance

problem, i.e., there are no good criteria for which sources one

should accept and which reject in an individual subject and when

only one experimental condition is evaluated. Recently, a method

has been proposed for testing whether source areas of rhythmic

activity differ between two experimental conditions. Gross et al.

(2003), using a bootstrapping method, calculated the confidence

volume for a location in the brain, which is a measure of the

uncertainty of localization. Another new method allows for making

statistical inference at the group level in experimental designs with

multiple conditions (Singh et al., 2003). Here, a measure of

differential activation can be obtained for each voxel using a spatial

filter (SAM), and its significance at a group level is estimated using

nonparametric permutation testing. These methods could be

explored further.

Summary

It appears that with a fairly simple, single area of activation,

the methods perform equally well, but with a more complicated

distribution of active areas, the differences between the methods
become evident. Using MCEFD, sources could be found

simultaneously in parietooccipital areas and bilaterally in hand

areas. MCEFD was thus the fastest of the three methods.

However, it was difficult to separate sources in posterior

regions. Since the scaling is done according to the stronger

source, a weaker source might not be detected. DICS gives the

possibility to investigate sources located close to each other by

removing the field of previously located stronger sources.

Indeed, in simulations, DICS proved to be able to separate the

sources better than the other methods. With DICS, weaker

sources could also be detected. Using dipole modeling, the

dipole clusters from sources located close to each other often

overlapped. However, they could sometimes be separated

according to the orientation of current flow. In simulations with

sources in the hand area, the smallest localization errors were

obtained with dipole modeling.
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